Assessment of liquid microbead arrays for the screening of newborns for spinal muscular atrophy.
Spinal muscular atrophy is a common neurodegenerative disorder that has recently been considered for inclusion in the next generation of newborn screening regimens. We sought to validate liquid microbead arrays for the identification of affected individuals by direct DNA analysis. Assays were created to detect the homozygous deletions in exon 7 of the SMN1 gene found in approximately 95% of affected individuals by use of 2 different microbead chemistries on the Luminex 200: MultiCode-PLx and Tag-It. A series of 367 blood spots including 164 from affected individuals, 46 from known carriers, and 157 from unaffected individuals were then analyzed with each assay. The MultiCode-PLx assay required 4.2 h to perform and provided correct identification of all 164 samples from affected individuals. Correct exclusion was also made for all 46 carrier and 157 unaffected individual samples. The Tag-It assay required 6.8 h, detected all samples from affected individuals, and excluded all but 1 (99.5%) of the samples from carriers and unaffected individuals. Neither method was sensitive to increasing copy numbers of the SMN2 gene. Both methods showed high sensitivity and specificity for the detection of patients with spinal muscular atrophy. For both methods, ample DNA was extracted from all blood spots for analysis, and SMN2 copy numbers did not interfere. Liquid bead arrays represent a robust method for DNA analysis in newborn screening laboratories.